The disclosure discloses a service providing client, a wireless terminal and a method for implementing binding. The service providing client comprises a transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to the wireless terminal 701; a judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information 702; and a processing module, which is configured to provide service to the wireless terminal 703 if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, otherwise, restrict the service provided to the wireless terminal.

**Fig. 7**
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TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of communication technologies, and in particular to a service providing client, a wireless terminal and a method for implementing binding.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the rapid development of computer technologies and communication technologies, the combination of computer technologies and communication technologies is widely applied to every aspect of people’s life, for example, a service providing client can be used on a Personal Computer (PC) to cooperate to work with a wireless terminal (e.g., a data card, a cell phone and so on) to realize services such as surfing a net, making a call and so on, so as to bring great convenience to users. With the promotion of 3rd Generation (3G) service in China, a wireless communication network service using a wireless terminal in next years certainly will, like European American developed countries, replace a fixed network service with a slow speed and complicated installation and maintenance at present; therefore, the usage of the wireless terminal and service providing client has a great development space.

[0003] The present wireless terminal and service providing client can be bound randomly and can cooperate to work; for example, a wireless terminal customized by an operator A can bind and cooperate to work with a service providing client customized by an operator B; in order to attract customers, more and more operators provide subsidies in a variety of forms when selling the customized service providing client and wireless terminal; therefore, an operator does not expect a user to use a wireless terminal or a service providing client customized by other operators after the user buys a customized product; at present, there is no effective solution which can restrict the binding between service providing client and wireless terminal.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of above problems, the disclosure provides a service providing client, a wireless terminal and a method for implementing binding, which can restrict the binding between service providing client and wireless terminal.

[0005] In order to realize the object above, the technical scheme of the disclosure is realized as follows.

[0006] A service providing client comprises:

- a transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to a wireless terminal;
- a judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object.

A wireless terminal comprises:

- a first authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether response information of the wireless terminal is received;
- a second authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and
- a feedback module, which is configured to transmit the response information to the wireless terminal to the service providing client if the response information is consistent with the encryption information or the wireless terminal does not respond.

[0007] The client may further comprise:

- a random number generation module, which is configured to generate a random number as the authentication information; and
- a first encryption module, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information;

wherein the judgment module may comprise:

- a first authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and
- a determination unit, which is configured to determine that the wireless terminal is a legal binding object if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the wireless terminal does not respond.

[0008] The client may further comprise:

- a second encryption module, which is configured to encrypt authentication information by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain response information if the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal is received; and
- a feedback module, which is configured to transmit the response information to the wireless terminal.

[0009] A wireless terminal comprises:

- a transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to a service providing client;
- a judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information; and
- a processing module, which is configured to provide service to the service providing client if the service providing client is legal, and provide no service if the service providing client is illegal.
The terminal may further comprise:

- a random number generation module, which is configured to generate a random number as the authentication information; and
- a first encryption module, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information;

wherein the judgment module may comprise:

- a first authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received; a second authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and
- a determination unit, which is configured to determine that the service providing client is legal if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received.

The wireless terminal may further comprise:

- a timer, which is configured to start timing when being powered on and started;

wherein the transmission module may be further configured to transmit the random number to the service providing client at a predefined time interval according to the timing of the timer;

the judgment module may be further configured to determine that the service providing client is legal if the response information of the service providing client for the random number is received within a predefined time and the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received within the predefined time.

The terminal may further comprise:

- a second encryption module, which is configured to encrypt authentication information by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain response information if authentication information transmitted by the service providing client is received; and
- a feedback module, which is configured to transmit the response information to the service providing client.

A method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, comprises:

- a service providing client transmits authentication information to a wireless terminal;
- the service providing client judges whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information; and
- the service providing client provides service to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, and restricts the service provided to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object.

The method may further comprise: before a service providing client transmits authentication information to a wireless terminal, the service providing client generates a random number as the authentication information; and the service providing client encrypts the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information.

The service providing client judges whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information may specifically comprise:

- judging, by the service providing client, whether response information of the wireless terminal for the random number is received;
- judging whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the service providing client receives the response information; and
- determining, by the service providing client, that the wireless terminal is a legal binding object if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determining that the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the wireless terminal does not respond.

The method may further comprise:

- the service providing client encrypts authentication information by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain response information if the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal is received; and
- the service providing client transmits the response information to the wireless terminal.
a wireless terminal transmits authentication information to a service providing client;
the wireless terminal judges whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information;
the wireless terminal provides service to the service providing client if the service providing client is legal, and provides no service if the service providing client is illegal.

[0018] The method may further comprise: before a wireless terminal transmits authentication information to a service providing client, the wireless terminal generates a random number as the authentication information; and the wireless terminal encrypts the random number by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information.

[0019] The wireless terminal judges whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information. The specific implementation of the disclosure may specifically comprise: the wireless terminal judges whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received; the wireless terminal judges whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and the wireless terminal determines that the service providing client is illegal if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information, and determines that the service providing client is legal if the response information is consistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received.

[0020] The disclosure has advantages as follows: through an interactive authentication between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, it is judged whether the service providing client and the wireless terminal are legal; the service providing client only provides service to the legal wireless terminal which passes the authentication, similarly, the wireless terminal only provides service to the legal service providing client which passes the authentication; therefore, an operator can bind a customized wireless terminal with a customized service providing client to prevent a user who buys a product of the operator from using a product of other operators, thereby maintaining benefits of the operator and avoiding the chaotic condition in the prior art that any wireless terminals and service providing clients can be bound randomly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

Fig. 1 shows a structure diagram of a service providing client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 2 shows a second structure diagram of a service providing client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 3 shows a third structure diagram of a service providing client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 4 shows a structure diagram of a wireless terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 5 shows a second structure diagram of a wireless terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 6 shows a third structure diagram of a wireless terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 8 shows a second flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and Fig. 10 shows a fourth flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] The specific implementation of the disclosure is further illustrated below in detail in conjunction with accompanying drawings and embodiments.

[0023] Fig. 1 shows a structure diagram of a service providing client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; the service providing client runs on a computing device which may be a device such as a PC or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and the like; the service providing client can store a phone book with large capacity, a communication mailbox and a call log, and can bind and cooperate to work with a legal wireless terminal to realize communication functions such as surfing a net and making a call and the like; the so called legal wireless terminal is: a wireless terminal which passes an authentication of the service providing client, wherein the wireless terminal may be a communication device such as a data card and a cell phone and the like.

[0024] The service providing client comprises:

a transmission module 101, which is configured to transmit authentication information to a wireless terminal, wherein the wireless terminal is a wireless terminal connected with the service providing client; the
wireless terminal can be connected with a computing device on which the service providing client is located through a wired or wireless interface, and can be connected with the service providing client to communicate through a specified communication channel (such as an AT port); the authentication information transmitted from the service providing client to the wireless terminal can be a number, a letter or a character string consisting of number and letter; a judgment module 102, which is configured to judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response from the wireless terminal for the authentication information; and a processing module 103, which is configured to provide service to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, otherwise, restrict the service provided to the wireless terminal; that is, the service providing client only provides service to a legal wireless terminal which passes the authentication; the way of restricting the service provided to the wireless terminal is implemented by the following ways specifically: the service providing client shuts down automatically, or the service providing client shuts down some functions, wherein the specific condition depends on the setting of an operator.

In the embodiment above, the service providing client may comprise a detection module, which is configured to detect whether there is a wireless terminal running, wherein the wireless terminal is a wireless terminal connected with a computing device on which the service providing client is located; when it is detected that there is a wireless terminal running, authenticating whether the wireless terminal is legal; therefore, Fig. 2 shows a second structure diagram of a service providing client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; on the basis of the embodiment as shown in Fig. 1, the service providing client further comprises:

- a detection module 104, which is configured to detect whether there is a wireless terminal running;
- the transmission module 101 is further configured to transmit the authentication information to the wireless terminal when it is detected that there is a wireless terminal running.

When it is detected that there is a wireless terminal running, it is necessary for the service providing client to establish a communication channel with the wireless terminal; after the communication channel is established, the service providing client transmits authentication information to the wireless terminal and waits for a response from the wireless terminal for the authentication information; before the wireless terminal responds, a user cannot execute any operation for the service providing client; after the wireless terminal feeds back correct response information, the service providing client binding with the wireless terminal, then the user can execute operation to the service providing client so as to realize communication functions such as surfing a net and making a call and the like.

Besides, a legal wireless terminal can be set as follows: when receiving the random number, encrypts the random number by using a given encryption algorithm and obtains response information; meanwhile, the service providing client needs to apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number and obtains encryption information; since the service providing client and the legal wireless terminal apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number, the encryption information obtained after the service providing client encrypts the random number is consistent with the response information obtained after the legal wireless terminal encrypts the random number; since the illegal wireless terminal does not know the given encryption algorithm and the key, the illegal wireless terminal cannot obtain correct response information or even feeds back no information to the service providing client; therefore, the service providing client can judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to the response from the wireless terminal for the random number.

As shown in Fig. 2, the service providing client further comprises:

- a first encryption module 106, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information; the first encryption module 106 can adopt an encryption algorithm which is difficult to crack as the first encryption algorithm, for example, a Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) encryption algorithm, a Message-Digest algorithm 5 (MD5) and the like; the encryption algorithm can be selected by an operator.

At this moment, the judgment module 102 comprises:
a first authentication unit 1021, which is configured
to judge whether response information from the wire-
less terminal for the random number is received;
a second authentication unit 1022, which is config-
ured to judge whether the response information is
consistent with the encryption information if the re-
sponse information is received; and
a determination unit 1023, which is configured to de-
termine that the wireless terminal is a legal binding
object if the response information is consistent with
the encryption information, and determine that the
wireless terminal is an illegal binding object if the
response information is inconsistent with the encryp-
tion information or the wireless terminal does not re-

[0031] Usually, the wireless terminal has a function of
judging whether an SIM card inserted into it is legal, that
is, the wireless terminal only provides service to a legal
SIM card; when receiving authentication information, if
the SIM card inserted is legal, the legal wireless terminal
encrypts the received authentication information to ob-
tain correct response information and feeds back the re-
sponse information to the service providing client; if the
SIM card inserted is illegal, the wireless terminal feeds
back an error result to the service providing client.

[0032] After receiving response information from the
wireless terminal, the service providing client compares
the response information with encryption information ob-
tained by encrypting the random number; if the response
information is consistent with the encryption information,
it is considered that the wireless terminal is a legal binding
object, that is, both the wireless terminal and the SIM
card are legal, then provides service to the wireless ter-

[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]
defined in [0031], the service providing client further comprises:
to encrypt authentication information by using a sec-
ond encryption algorithm to obtain response infor-
mation if the authentication information transmitted
by the wireless terminal is received; wherein the sec-
ond encryption algorithm can be the same as or dif-
ferent from the first encryption algorithm referred in
the embodiment above; usually, in order to increase the
cracking difficulty, the selected first encryption al-
gorithm is different from the second encryption al-
gorithm; and

[0035] The service providing client referred in the em-

[0036] Of course, the wireless terminal also can judge
whether the service providing client, running on a com-
puling device and connected with the wireless terminal,
is legal, so as to determine whether to provide service to
the service providing client.

[0037] Fig. 4 shows a structure diagram of a wireless
terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
the wireless terminal can be a communication device
such as a data card and a cell phone and the like, and
can bind and cooperate to work with a legal service pro-
viding client running on a computing device connected
with the wireless terminal so as to realize communication
functions such as surfing a net and making a call and the
like; the so-called legal service providing client is: a serv-
ice providing client which passes the authentication of
the wireless terminal.

[0038] The wireless terminal comprises:

[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]
a processing module 201, which is configured to
transmit authentication information to a service pro-
viding client, wherein the authentication information trans-
mitted from the wireless terminal to the service pro-
viding client can be: a number, a letter or a char-
acter string consisting of number and letter and the
like;
a judgment module 202, which is configured to judge
whether the service providing client is legal accord-
ing to the response of the service providing client for
the authentication information; and

[0034] Fig. 3 shows a third structure diagram of a ser-
vice providing client according to an embodiment of the
disclosure; on the basis of the embodiment as shown in
Fig. 1, the service providing client further comprises:

[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]
a second encryption module 107, which is configured

[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]
[0039] In order to prevent the authentication information transmitted to the service providing client from being cracked easily, the wireless terminal can generate a random number as authentication information; Fig. 5 shows a second structure diagram of a wireless terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure; on the basis of the embodiment as shown in Fig. 4, the wireless terminal further comprises:

- a random number generation module 204, which is configured to generate a random number as the authentication information; in order to increase cracking difficulty, it should be guaranteed that the random number generated each time is different and has relatively more digits, such as a random number with more than 8 digits.

[0040] Besides, a legal service providing client can be set as follows: when receiving the random number, encrypts the random number by using a given encryption algorithm to obtain response information; meanwhile, the wireless terminal needs to apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number to obtain encryption information; since the wireless terminal and the legal service providing client apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number, therefore the encryption information obtained after the wireless terminal encrypts the random number is consistent with the response information obtained after the legal service providing client encrypts the random number; since the illegal service providing client does not know the encryption algorithm and the key, the illegal service providing client cannot obtain correct response information or even feeds back no information to the wireless terminal; therefore, the wireless terminal can judge whether the service providing client is legal according to the response of the service providing client for the random number.

[0041] As shown in Fig. 5, the wireless terminal further comprises:

- a first encryption module 205, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information.

[0042] The judgment module 202 comprises:

- a first authentication unit 2021, which is configured to judge whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received; a second authentication unit 2022, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and a determination unit 2023, which is configured to determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response from the service providing client is not received.

[0043] The wireless terminal referred in the embodiment above can transmit authentication information to the service providing client when being powered on and started, if the service providing client is legal, it can feed back correct response information to the wireless terminal; if the service providing client is illegal, it probably feeds back error response information to wireless terminal or feeds back no information to the wireless terminal; besides, if no service providing client runs, the wireless terminal cannot receive a response from the service providing client; therefore, the wireless terminal can judge whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client.

[0044] Besides, since the wireless terminal might not detect when the illegal service providing client run, thus the wireless terminal can start a timer when being powered on and started, and transmit an authentication message to the service providing client at a certain time interval; therefore, even though it cannot be detected when the illegal service providing client run, only if no feedback or error feedback is received within a given time interval, it can be judged that the service providing client running at that moment is illegal.

[0045] However, when the wireless terminal transmits authentication information, a legal service providing client might be in an initialization stage (that is, the service providing client is in a starting process and not in a normal operation state), since the service providing client cannot receive the authentication information in the initialization state, thus the service providing client, even if legal, also cannot feed back correct response information to the wireless terminal; in order to solve the problem above, the wireless terminal can, when detecting that a legal service providing client is started, reset the timer mentioned above to begin retiming and transmit an authentication message to the service providing client at a given time interval; therefore, even though the legal service providing client cannot receive an authentication message in the initialization stage, after the initialization is ended, the legal service providing client also can receive the authentication information transmitted again by the wireless terminal.

[0046] As shown in Fig. 5, the wireless terminal further comprises:

- a timer 206, which is configured to start timing when being powered on and started.

[0047] The transmission module 201 is further configured to transmit the random number to the service providing client at a predefined time interval according to the timing of the timer 206; the judgment module 202 is further configured to determine that the service providing client is legal if response
information of the service providing client for the random number is received within a predefined time and the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is received within the predefined time and the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received within the predefined time.

Besides, the service providing client connected with the wireless terminal probably transmits authentication information to the wireless terminal to authenticate whether the wireless terminal is legal; when receiving the authentication information transmitted by the service providing client, the wireless terminal can encrypt the authentication information by using a given encryption algorithm and then transmits the encrypted response information to the service providing client, so that the service providing client can authenticate whether the wireless terminal is legal through the response information.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides a system for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, wherein the wireless terminal comprises:

- a first transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to the service providing client;
- a first judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the service providing client is legal according to the response of the service providing client for the authentication information;
- a first processing module, which is configured to provide service to the service providing client if the service providing client is legal, otherwise, provide no service;
- the service providing client comprises:

- a second transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to the wireless terminal;
- a second judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information;
- a processing module, which is configured to provide service to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, otherwise, restrict the service provided to the wireless terminal.

The service providing client has the same structure as that of the service providing client mentioned in the embodiment above; and the wireless terminal has the same structure as that of the wireless terminal men-
tioned in the embodiment above, no further description is illustrated here.

[0055] In the embodiment above, the communication between the service providing client and the wireless terminal can be implemented by a message, wherein AT can be adopted as the carrier of the message; the defined AT instruction can be "instruction, instruction parameter 1 ", for example, "Lock, 23484275".

[0056] In the embodiment above, if the legal service providing client in an initialization stage and cannot receive authentication information when the wireless terminal transmits authentication information, then the wireless terminal probably executes power-off execution since it cannot receive correct response information; when the legal service providing client can run normally after finishing the initialization, since the wireless terminal probably has powered off, the wireless terminal cannot be used.

[0057] In order to solve the problem above, the service providing client also can comprise an indication module, which is configured to transmit a restart instruction to the wireless terminal after the initialization stage is ended; wherein the purpose of transmitting a restart instruction is to avoid the occurrence that illegal service providing clients continuously transmit retiming instructions to the wireless terminal and that the wireless terminal cannot be normally used sequentially.

[0058] At this moment, the wireless terminal also comprises a restart module, which is configured to restart powering when the restart instruction transmitted by the service providing client is received; after the wireless terminal is restarted and powered on, the timer starts to time again; after the wireless terminal is restarted, the transmission module transmits the random number to the service providing client according to the timing of the timer.

[0059] Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client comprises the following steps.

[0060] Step 701: a service providing client transmits authentication information to a wireless terminal; wherein the wireless terminal is a wireless terminal connected with the service providing client; the service providing client is capable of running on a computing device which can be a device such as a PC or a PDA and the like; the service providing client can store information such as a phone book with large capacity, a communication mailbox and a call log and the like, and can bind and cooperate to work with a legal wireless terminal to realize communication functions such as surfing a net and making a call and the like; the so-called legal wireless terminal is: a wireless terminal which passes the authentication of the service providing client and can be a communication device such as a data card and a cell phone and the like.

[0061] Step 702: the service providing client judges whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information; if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, step 703 is to be executed; otherwise, step 704 is to be executed.

[0062] Step 703: the service providing client provides service to the wireless terminal.

[0063] Step 704: the service providing client restricts the service provided to the wireless terminal; the process of restricting the service provided to the wireless terminal is implemented by the following ways specifically: the service providing client shuts down automatically, or the service providing client shuts down some functions, wherein the specific condition depends on the setting of an operator.

[0064] A legal wireless terminal can be set as follows: when receiving a random number as authentication information, encrypts the random number by using a given encryption algorithm to obtain response information; meanwhile, the service providing client needs to apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number to obtain encryption information; since the service providing client and the legal wireless terminal apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number, the encryption information obtained after the service providing client encrypts the random number is consistent with the response information obtained after the legal wireless terminal encrypts the random number; since the illegal wireless terminal does not know the given encryption algorithm and the key, the illegal wireless terminal cannot obtain correct response information or even feeds back no information to the service providing client; therefore, the service providing client can judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to the response of the wireless terminal for the random number.

[0065] Fig. 8 shows a second flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client comprises the following steps.

[0066] Step 801: a service providing client detects whether there is a wireless terminal running, if yes, step 802 is to be executed; otherwise, the process is ended.

[0067] Step 802: the service providing client generates a random number as authentication information; in order to prevent the authentication information transmitted to the wireless terminal from being cracked easily, the service providing client can generate a random number as the authentication information; besides, in order to increase cracking difficulty, it should be guaranteed that the random number generated each time is different and has relatively more digits, such as a random number with more than 8 digits; the length of the random number can be set by an operator.

[0068] Step 803: the service providing client encrypts
the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information.

[0069] Step 804: the service providing client transmits the random number to the wireless terminal; step 803 and step 804 above only represent that encryption and transmission are executed and do not represent the execution order.

[0070] Step 805: the service providing client judges whether response information of the wireless terminal for the random number is received; if the response information is received, step 806 is to be executed; otherwise, step 808 is to be executed.

[0071] Step 806: the service providing client judges whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information; if yes, step 807 is to be executed; otherwise, step 808 is to be executed.

[0072] Step 807: the service providing client determines that the wireless terminal is a legal binding object.

[0073] Step 808: the service providing client determines that the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object.

[0074] Besides, the wireless terminal connected with the service providing client probably transmits authentication information to the service providing client to authenticate whether the service providing client is legal; when receiving the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal, the service providing client can encrypt the authentication information by using a given encryption algorithm and then transmits the encrypted response information to the wireless terminal, so that the wireless terminal can authenticate whether the service providing client is legal through the response information.

[0075] Therefore, the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal may further comprise: the step, when receiving authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal, the service providing client encrypts the authentication information by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain response information; and the step the service providing client transmits the response information to the wireless terminal.

[0076] The service providing client referred in the embodiment above can judge whether the wireless terminal connected with the service providing client is a legal binding object in form of transmitting authentication information, so as to determine whether to provide service to the wireless terminal.

[0077] Of course, the wireless terminal can also judge whether the service providing client running on a client connected with the wireless terminal is legal in form of transmitting authentication information, so as to determine whether to provide service to the service providing client.

[0078] Fig. 9 shows a third flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client comprises the following steps.

[0079] Step 901: a wireless terminal transmits authentication information to a service providing client, wherein the wireless terminal may be a communication device such as a data card and a cell phone and the like, and can bind and cooperate to work with a legal service providing client to realize communication functions such as surfing a net and making a call and the like; the so called legal service providing client is: a service providing client which passes the authentication of the wireless terminal; the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal to the service providing client can be: a number, a letter or a character string consisting of number and letter and the like.

[0080] Step 902: the wireless terminal judges whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information; if yes, step 903 is to be executed; otherwise, step 904 is to be executed.

[0081] Step 903: the wireless terminal provides service to the service providing client.

[0082] Step 904: the wireless terminal provides no service; the process of providing no service is implemented by the following ways specifically: the wireless terminal powers off or does no respond and the like.

[0083] Besides, a legal service providing client can be set as follows: when receiving a random number as authentication information, encrypts the random number by using a given encryption algorithm to obtain response information; meanwhile, the wireless terminal needs to apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number to obtain encryption information; since the wireless terminal and the legal service providing client apply the same encryption algorithm to encrypt the random number, therefore the encryption information obtained after the wireless terminal encrypts the random number is consistent with the response information obtained after the legal service providing client encrypts the random number; since the illegal service providing client does not know the given encryption algorithm and the key, the illegal service providing client cannot obtain correct response information or even feeds back no information to the wireless terminal; therefore, the wireless terminal can judge whether the service providing client is legal according to the response of the service providing client for the random number.

[0084] Fig. 10 shows a fourth flowchart of a method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client according to an embodiment of the disclosure, and the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless client comprises the following steps.

[0085] Step 1001: a wireless terminal generates a random number as authentication information; in order to prevent the authentication information transmitted to a service providing client from being cracked easily, the wireless terminal can generate a random number as the authentication information to transmit to the service pro-
providing client; in order to increase cracking difficulty, it should be guaranteed that the random number generated each time is different and has relatively more digits, such as a random number with more than 8 digits.

[0086] Step 1002: the wireless terminal transmits the random number to the service providing client.

[0087] Step 1003: the wireless terminal encrypts the random number by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information; step 1002 and step 1003 above only represent that encryption and transmission are executed and do not represent the execution order.

[0088] Step 1004: the wireless terminal judges whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received; if yes, step 1005 is to be executed; otherwise, step 1007 is to be executed.

[0089] Step 1005: the wireless terminal judges whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information; if yes, step 1006 is to be executed; otherwise, step 1007 is to be executed.

[0090] Step 1006: the wireless terminal determines that the service providing client is legal.

[0091] Step 1007: the wireless terminal determines that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run.

[0092] Besides, the service providing client connected with the wireless terminal probably transmits authentication information to the wireless terminal to authenticate whether the wireless terminal is legal; when receiving the authentication information transmitted by the service providing client, the wireless terminal can encrypt the authentication information by using a given encryption algorithm and then transmits the encrypted response information to the service providing client, so that the service providing client can authenticate whether the wireless terminal is legal through the response information of the wireless terminal; therefore, the method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal may further comprise: the step, when receiving authentication information transmitted by the service providing client, the wireless terminal encrypts the authentication information by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information; and the step the wireless terminal transmits the response information to the service providing client.

[0093] In the embodiment above, through an interactive authentication between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, it is judged whether the service providing client or the wireless terminal is legal; the service providing client only provides service to the legal wireless terminal which passes the authentication, similarly, the wireless terminal only provides service to the legal service providing client which passes the authentication; therefore, an operator can bind a customized wireless terminal and a customized service providing client to prevent the user who buys a product of the operator from using a product of other operators, thereby maintaining benefits of an operator and avoiding the chaotic condition in the prior art that any wireless terminals and service providing clients can be bound randomly.

[0094] The above is only the preferred embodiment of the disclosure; it should be noted that: for the ordinary technicians in the field of the technology, many improvements and modifications can be made without departing from the principle of the disclosure, and the improvements and modifications are deemed to be included in the protection scope of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A service providing client, comprising:
   a transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to a wireless terminal;
   a judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information; and
   a processing module, which is configured to provide service to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, and restrict the service provided to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object.

2. The service providing client according to claim 1, further comprising:
   a random number generation module, which is configured to generate a random number as the authentication information; and
   a first encryption module, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information;

   wherein the judgment module comprises:
   a first authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether response information of the wireless terminal for the random number is received; a second authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and
   a determination unit, which is configured to determine that the wireless terminal is a legal binding object if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the wireless terminal does not respond.

3. The service providing client according to claim 1 or
2. further comprising:

a second encryption module, which is configured to encrypt authentication information by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain response information if the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal is received; and

a feedback module, which is configured to transmit the response information to the wireless terminal.

4. A wireless terminal, comprising:

a transmission module, which is configured to transmit authentication information to a service providing client;
a judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information; and
a processing module, which is configured to provide service to the service providing client if the service providing client is legal, and provide no service if the service providing client is illegal.

5. The wireless terminal according to claim 4, further comprising:

a random number generation module, which is configured to generate a random number as the authentication information; and
a first encryption module, which is configured to encrypt the random number by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information;

wherein the judgment module comprises:

a first authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received;
a second authentication unit, which is configured to judge whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the response information is received; and
a determination unit, which is configured to determine that the service providing client is legal if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received.

6. The wireless terminal according to claim 5, further comprising:

a timer, which is configured to start timing when being powered on and started;
wherein the transmission module is further configured to transmit the random number to the service providing client at a predefined time interval according to the timing of the timer;
the judgment module is further configured to determine that the service providing client is legal if response information of the service providing client for the random number is received within a predefined time and the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determine that the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is received within the predefined time and the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received within the predefined time.

7. The wireless terminal according to any one of claims 4 to 6, further comprising:

a second encryption module, which is configured to encrypt authentication information by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain response information if authentication information transmitted by the service providing client is received; and
a feedback module, which is configured to transmit the response information to the service providing client.

8. A method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, comprising:

transmitting authentication information to a wireless terminal by a service providing client;
judging whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object by the service providing client according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information; and
providing service to the wireless terminal by the service providing client if the wireless terminal is a legal binding object, and restricting, by the service providing client, the service provided to the wireless terminal if the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object.

9. The method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal according to claim 8, further comprising:

before transmitting authentication information to a wireless terminal by a service providing client,
generating a random number as the authentication information by the service providing client; and
encrypting, by the service providing client, the random number by using a first encryption algorithm to obtain encryption information.

10. The method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal according to claim 9, wherein judging whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object by the service providing client according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information specifically comprises:

judging, by the service providing client, whether response information of the wireless terminal for the random number is received;
judging whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the service providing client receives the response information; and
determining, by the service providing client, that the wireless terminal is a legal binding object if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, and determining that the wireless terminal is an illegal binding object if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the wireless terminal does not respond.

11. The method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal according to any one of claims 8 to 10, further comprising:

encrypting authentication information by using a second encryption algorithm to obtain response information if the service providing client receives the authentication information transmitted by the wireless terminal; and transmitting the response information to the wireless terminal by the service providing client.

12. A method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal, comprising:

transmitting authentication information to a service providing client by a wireless terminal;
judging whether the service providing client is legal by the wireless terminal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information; and
providing service to the service providing client by the wireless terminal if the service providing client is legal, and providing no service if the service providing client is illegal.

13. The method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal according to claim 12, further comprising:

before transmitting authentication information to a service providing client by a wireless terminal, generating a random number as the authentication information by the wireless terminal; and
encrypting the random number by using a second encryption algorithm by the wireless terminal to obtain encryption information.

14. The method for implementing binding between a service providing client and a wireless terminal according to claim 12 or 13, wherein judging whether the service providing client is legal by the wireless terminal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information specifically comprises:

judging, by the wireless terminal, whether response information of the service providing client for the random number is received;
judging whether the response information is consistent with the encryption information if the wireless terminal receives the response information; and
determining, by the wireless terminal, that the service providing client is legal if the response information is consistent with the encryption information, or the service providing client is illegal or the service providing client does not run if the response information is inconsistent with the encryption information or the response of the service providing client is not received.
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1. A service providing client transmits authentication information to a wireless terminal.
2. Judging whether the wireless terminal is a legal binding object according to a response of the wireless terminal for the authentication information:
   - **No**: The service providing client restricts the service provided to the wireless terminal.
   - **Yes**: The service providing client provides service to the wireless terminal.
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1. A wireless terminal transmits authentication information to a service providing client (901).

2. The wireless terminal judges whether the service providing client is legal according to a response of the service providing client for the authentication information (902).

   a. Yes: The wireless terminal provides service to the service providing client (903).

   b. No: The wireless terminal provides no service (904).
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